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Sell-side ﬁrms are on the cusp of a revolution in liquidity provision for Fixed Income markets. Mike O’Hara of The
Realization Group and writer Dan Barnes spoke with a panel of industry experts including: Sonali Theisen, Head of Fixed
Income Market Structure and E-Trading at Bank of America Merrill Lynch; Ahmed Heikal, Product Manager for Execution
Products and Services at Vela; Simon Linwood, Executive Director, UBS Bond Port EMEA at UBS; and Bob Mudhar,
Partner at Citihub Consulting, to determine how these changes will impact the use of trading technology.

Introduction
Sell-side ﬁrms are under pressure to refresh the technology that underpins their Fixed Income market-making operations.
If they do not, they risk getting pushed out of client relationships by non-traditional liquidity providers.
The Fixed Income markets are evolving step by step towards more automated models of pricing and execution. The driver
is necessity. The traditional liquidity providers – banks and broker-dealers – have been less able to warehouse the risk of
holding bonds post-ﬁnancial crisis, as the cost of capital to support the risk they carry, and the liquidity ratios they have to
maintain, have increased. Asset managers need to reduce their costs of trading wherever possible, as part of their overall
reduction of costs. They also need to capture data more eﬀectively than ever before to meet their compliance burden.
Standing in the way of progress is the fragmented liquidity picture for most Fixed Income instruments. First of all, there are
multiple instruments per issuer. Secondly, there is no centralised venue for issuing corporate or municipal bonds and liquidity
is periodic rather than continual, typically peaking around the points of issuance and redemption.
Yet pressure to change is increasing. Non-bank electronic liquidity providers (ELPs) are stepping in where possible. They
are providing streaming pricing in either liquid assets or for indexed bonds, which can be priced based on the creation/
redemption of exchange-traded funds (ETFs). Typically, they make markets in smaller sizes rather than the blocks banks
can trade, however as comfort levels grow trade sizes are likely to increase.
Banks are also stepping up their eﬀorts in this area. By oﬀering streamed liquidity, banks are helping their buy-side clients to
begin the process of automation on their trading desks. There is now potential for sell-side ﬁrms to gain a competitive edge
through the smart application of technology to their trading workﬂows, in order to be at the crest of this wave of change.
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The complexities of workﬂow automation
Asset managers want more electronic trading, and where possible greater automation.
“These were conversations that didn’t happen in Fixed Income ﬁve or ten years ago,” says Sonali Theisen, Head of Fixed
Income Market Structure and E-Trading at Bank of America Merrill Lynch.
A key driver for the adoption of more electronic execution is the consistency it oﬀers, which helps to build certainty around
the trading process. Under the revised Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II), asset managers are mandated to
provide best execution for their trading across all asset classes.
The best execution policy, demanded by MiFID II, has to be translated into the execution process. One of the advantages to
executing electronically is the consistency it oﬀers. Trading on an electronic venue also allows automatic data capture, which
helps to support post-trade execution quality analysis. It also creates a consistency in dealer activity on the sell side, which
allows execution quality to be more consistently evaluated.
Ahmed Heikal, Product Manager for Execution Products and Services at Vela says, “People are still grappling with how to
build the best execution mechanism for Fixed Income. The understanding is that, in order for it to happen as a prerequisite,
electronic trading is required. So that is pushing the market in this direction. There are challenges of course, being that there
is no centralised exchange, there is no market data tape outside of the US, and therefore the market is fragmented.”
Delivering a more automated workﬂow in bond markets is made more diﬃcult by the complexity of the instruments
themselves, and the structure of the markets in which they are traded.
Fixed Income instruments are all yield bearing and time limited, but the type and number of issuers in a market, the liquidity
proﬁle and the costs of market making are enormously varied. Equally, the investment mandates and risk appetite of portfolio
managers within asset managers constrain the markets that buy-side ﬁrms can trade.
Liquidity in bonds is typically episodic, and most focused when bonds are ﬁrst issued or ‘on-the-run’. That aﬀects pricing. If
a bond has not traded for weeks, the last price at which it was traded may not be relevant today. Therefore, pricing reliability
typically decreases from the point of issuance.
To overcome this uncertainty, banks provide indicative information, or axes, to show which way they are trading and in what
size for a given bond, without committing to a price. That has been supported through the standardisation and automation
of axes by third-party platforms such as Neptune.

“It’s the bit in the middle; it’s the adapters, the translators, the connection points
of simply moving around the market data. That’s what has been missing.”
Simon Linwood, UBS

“Neptune is a default, providing a standardised feed for axes today,” says Simon Linwood, Executive Director, UBS
Bond Port EMEA at UBS. “As a bank, I send my axes once to one hub so all clients receive the same information,
perfect. But it’s the bit in the middle; it’s the adapters, the translators, the connection points of simply moving around
the market data. That’s what has been missing. So, what has happened with axes, needs to be done for pricing.”
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Trading protocols and data transparency
The most liquid bond market is US Treasuries. Dealer-to-dealer trading for on-the-run Treasuries is conducted via a
central limit order book (CLOB), which is common in equity markets and is appropriate for continuous liquidity and pricing.
Dealers have been auto-quoting Treasury prices to asset managers for years. In 2017, Mihir Worah, managing director at
bond investment giant PIMCO, told a Federal Reserve conference, “We are moving towards full automation whether we like
it or not; we are 80% there today and of that 75% is auto-quoted.”
However, that market is an outlier. Also in 2017, Greenwich Associates reported that electronic trading of government
bonds and investment grade corporate bonds was around 52%. Yet electronic trading is not the same in these markets
as it is in equities.
The preferred electronic execution protocol in dealer-to-client (D2C) markets for corporate bonds is request-for-quote
(RFQ), which is the same protocol used in voice trading, but managed via electronic messages and interfaces. This
allows liquidity to be sourced episodically. But to create a more automated bond market, asset managers need to receive
continuous, ﬁrm prices.
“Clients now want to be informed by data, on a scale that’s not yet been seen in Fixed Income markets,” says Theisen.
“They want to be informed in their decision-making process before they even pick up the phone and decide who they
engage with. They want more data at their ﬁngertips.”

“Clients want to be informed in their decision-making process before they
even pick up the phone and decide who they engage with. They want more
data at their fingertips.”
Sonali Theisen, Bank of America Merrill Lynch

If data is more freely available and accessible on a more continuous basis, buy-side ﬁrms can support the development
of algorithmic trading on their desks as they have done in equities. Yet typically it is not; if banks are to deliver more data
they need to engender a change in market structure, service model or trading workﬂows. And, as Theisen points out, data
is not the only thing missing. “Even if the data is there, you will not have buyers and sellers of 30 thousand CUSIPs every
day,” she says.

Next steps to automation
As data is key to traditional brokers in supporting their clients on the path to automation, banks need to consider
how market-making operations can be changed to deliver this support.
Given the existing capital constraints that limit their risk appetite, electronic liquidity providers (ELPs) have thrived in
certain parts of the Fixed Income markets, through a combination of innovative business models and a smart application
of technology.
The ﬁrst group of these are high-frequency trading (HFT) ﬁrms, who process market data at very high speed in order
to spot low-margin automated arbitrage opportunities. These excel in the US Treasury market where a CLOB provides
microsecond updates on trading, and where there is a broad spectrum of market participants trading a few active
CUSIPs. However, in corporate bond markets where trading is infrequent, they cannot function.
The second group of ELPs are ETF issuers, such as Jane Street or Flow Traders, who use a combination of primary
and secondary market activity to deliver prices to the buy side. By engaging in the creation or redemption of bond
ETFs they can quote a ﬁrm price at which to buy or sell those bonds included within the index that the ETF tracks.
Buy-side ﬁrms who have an associated ETF business also provide a similar pricing point.
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As ETFs are developed using both investment grade credit – typically more liquid – and high yield credit – typically less
liquid – instruments, these issuer ELPs are helping to support buy-side ﬁrms in a wider range of markets than the HFT ﬁrms.

The advantage of balance sheet
For traditional banks, these two business models present direct competition to their own market-making operations
with a caveat. Electronic trading typically occurs in smaller sizes than voice trades and ‘large-in size’ trades, which
require balance sheet commitment due to the nature of taking on a large position that must then be traded out of.
“The electronic specialists tend to end up with the most liquid activity; they tend to be the people that are part of the
initial auction for government bonds, and then trade a secondary market,” says Bob Mudhar, Partner at Citihub Consulting.
“Those guys have invested the most in electroniﬁcation, but there’s still so much space below that for everyone else to
play in.”

“The electronic specialists tend to end up with the most liquid activity…
but there’s still so much space below that for everyone else to play in.”
Bob Mudhar, Citihub

As electronic liquidity providers do not have balance sheet, they cannot handle those large-in-size trades. For
buy-side clients, this divergence in execution is leading to a split in trading operations between high-touch voice and
low-touch electronic. Yet in both instances, human or algorithmic traders need to use the data available in the market
to enhance their decision-making process.
“I would describe a natural end state as a hybrid model,” says Theisen. “I think the majority of bond markets will lend
themselves to a model where humans are informed by data in their decision making, but are still the ones either directly
making the decisions, or actively “setting and moving the dials” based on what they want their risk to look like. In this
model, balance sheet will continue to be a key advantage—the ability for dealers to warehouse and transform risk
remains fundamental.”
In some cases, banks are able to support execution by providing access to liquidity on an agency basis, as UBS has
done with its Bond Port model.
“UBS reset its Fixed Income strategy in 2012 and this has continued to evolve”, says Linwood. “UBS Bond Port is 100%
pure agency, there is no risk, there’s no balance sheet.”
It is able to process large block trades without capital commitment through a long-term process of increasing connectivity
from pre-to-post trade in order to access liquidity wherever possible.
“We already connect to all of the private banks, to all of the major venues not to mention the complete headache of post
trade,” he says. “If a client needs to buy a block of ﬁve million, we may have to aggregate liquidity across three American
venues, three European exchanges and from a post-trade point of view, we could have 40 diﬀerent legs in diﬀerent
jurisdictions, all diﬀerent regions.”
However, he notes the level of investment in time and capital will be “extraordinarily hard for other banks to replicate.”
The question then is how sell-side ﬁrms can retain a risk-taking role for their clients for block trades, whilst also better
supporting the buy side with electronic trading that can potentially evolve into more automated trading.
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Going direct
A key element will be to build direct client connectivity, in addition to wider market connectivity requiring an investment
in technology, across agency and principal trading activity.
“For us the next step in our evolution process is building connectivity directly into clients’ order management systems
(OMSs),” says Linwood. “Because I don’t think there are really any markets left that we need to connect to.”
Direct connectivity is needed to underpin the model of streaming prices (see box 1: Greenwich Associates deﬁnition) being
tested in the principal trading business today by several banks. As with the Treasury business, an auto-quoting engine
connects directly to clients, to provide streaming prices in D2C trading.

Greenwich Associates: Defining Streaming Prices in US Treasuries
“In its simplest form, direct streaming is when a dealer or electronic market maker continuously sends prices and
sizes at which it is willing to both buy and sell the given US Treasury to their customer. Often they will do this for every
major on-the-run issue, and provide diﬀerent pricing for diﬀerent sizes. The customer receives both a price and size that
is tailored for them, without submitting a request, so information leakage from the buy side’s perspective is eliminated
pre-trade. And when those liquidity providers are willing to stream ﬁrm prices, the risk that clients might telegraph
their trading intentions at-trade is also removed.”

“The amount of time that it takes for a dealer to price a $100,000 deal is pretty much the same as it takes them to price
a $2,000,000 deal. So, to become more eﬃcient and to be able to prioritise correctly, some of the participants are looking
to rely more on auto-quoting and auto responding to an RFQ, when it comes to the smaller size deals,” says Heikal.
“A lot of eﬀort within our clients is being spent on taking the trader out of having to price,” says Mudhar. “A couple of
years ago those auto-quoting engines weren’t always great, and they would quite easily hit the limits of their capability,
then re-route the RFQ, to a trader and there had to be dealer intervention.”
The quality of auto-quoting services has now increased substantially. In Treasuries, analyst ﬁrm Greenwich Associates
estimates that around 7.6% of volume is currently traded via continuous pricing streams.
While the activity in the corporate bond market is only nascent the direction of travel is clear; dealers able to support
the connectivity and price formation to deliver direct streaming can ﬁght back against non-bank liquidity providers, both
in large size and small size trades.
“Dealer algorithms, direct API connectivity with clients, and client auto-execution rules are all relatively new trends in
corporates, but there has been signiﬁcant investment by the industry in the past several years. As these innovations ﬁt
together, the evolving ecosystem is one that is providing a more eﬃcient, data-driven approach to transact,” says Theisen.
“This is particularly true for smaller notionals, such as sub $2 million size. The evolution is far from complete, but it is
certainly underway.”

Building the road ahead
As the service model changes, banks will need to assess their technological and operational capabilities. New
pressures will be placed upon them, and they will need to assess where proprietary technology will be more valuable
than vendor-based systems.
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“As participants start to move towards electronic trading… it will be
more like the equities world, where many gateways need to be built and
maintained. To make a sound choice on how and where they execute,
they also need help with the build and buy approach.”
Ahmed Heikal, Vela

“As participants start to move towards electronic trading, they are faced with so many choices; diﬀerent venues,
diﬀerent protocols,” says Heikal. “In some ways it will be more like the equities world, where many gateways need
to be built and maintained. To make a sound choice on how and where they execute, they also need help with the
build and buy approach.”
Any tier one bank in Europe operating a large FX, rates, and credit (FRC) business could potentially end up with 50
diﬀerent gateways/markets that it connects to, observes Linwood.
“Firstly, that becomes very expensive, because technically you’re paying for each gateway and you’re paying for each
membership fee,” he says. “Secondly, is it ever possible to run that in-house? MiFID II was a good example of that; 20
or more markets were making huge major changes to their central systems for MiFID II. If there was any bank out there
running their own connectivity, software, implementation teams, adapters, and connecting to 50 diﬀerent venues, then
MiFID II would have been absolutely impossible.”
The key to rapidly building a direct business will be selective deployment of commoditised services wedded with home
grown tools that are service diﬀerentiators. Heikal refers to this as a ‘build-AND-buy’ approach.
“Do your secret sauce, and your smart order routing, and your auto hedger, and maybe your market making and
auto-quoting software yourself,” says Heikal. “Work with a specialist vendor for data normalisation, market access,
gateways, etc. Then use commoditised software and hardware for the rest of the connectivity solution.”
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Financial Markets Insights from The Realization Group, is a series of interviews with
thought leaders in financial and capital markets. The purpose of the series is to provide exclusive
insights into industry developments, through in-depth conversations with C-level executives and
key experts from banks, exchanges, vendors and other firms within the financial markets
ecosystem. For more information, please visit www.financialmarketsinsights.com
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Improving the Plumbing:
tackling post-trade inefficiencies

Other topics in the series:
Unlocking the Post-Trade Puzzle: New Approaches to Solving the Issue of Operational Costs
in the Post-Trade Environment – Download
Doing the Right Thing: Why financial institutions are banking on accessibility – Download
The crypto challenge: Boosting institutional trading in a fast-evolving market – Download

Singapore’s FX Take Off: How Singapore aims to become the price discovery venue for foreign exchange in Asia – Download
Seizing the opportunity; understanding the reality: Capitalising on the growth of instant B2B payments – Download
Accessing Asia Pacific Liquidity: Capitalising on Opportunities in a Rapidly Evolving Landscape – Download
Regulation Technology: Enabling More Than Compliance – Download
Time for a Reality Check: How Close Is the Blockchain Revolution in Capital Markets? – Download
All on the Same Page? Effective Strategies for Successful Innovation in Capital Markets – Download
Capture, Correlate, Analyse: Deriving value from electronic communications data – Download

The Realization Group is a full service marketing and business development services company specialising in the capital
markets. Our team contains industry practitioners from both the trading and post trade disciplines and we have expertise
equally in the on-exchange and OTC trading environments. We apply our comprehensive set of marketing programs and
wide-ranging media and business networks to complement the business development requirements of our client
organisations.

www.TheRealizationGroup.com
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